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ICONIC SERIES MARTHA COOPER
Montana Cans introduces the newest addition to the Montana Cans ICONIC Series. This time the iconic
spotlight is on legendary American photographer, Martha Cooper. Famous for her authentic and
compassionate documentation of the New York Hip-Hop and graffiti culture during the late 70’s and 80’s,
Martha Cooper gained world recognition in 1984 for her collaboration with fellow photographer Henry Chelfant,
on the classic graffiti art book “Subway Art”. The book would become one of the most referenced of its genre
worldwide and become a major influence to graffiti artist all over the globe, even to this day. The Montana
Cans ICONIC Series focuses on one of her better known images from the 80’s of two policeman standing in a
fully tagged New York subway car. The image has been turned into a triptych and split over three cans as a
homage to this amazing photographer and her on going contribution to our culture. Available as limited edition
set, color shade is Black BLK 9001 from the Montana BLACK range.

PRODUKTINFORMATIONEN "ICONIC SERIES MARTHA COOPER"
MONTANA ICONIC SERIES MARTHA COOPER
Montana Cans introduces the newest addition to the Montana Cans ICONIC Series. This time the iconic
spotlight is on legendary American photographer, Martha Cooper. Famous for her authentic and
compassionate documentation of the New York Hip-Hop and graffiti culture during the late 70’s and 80’s,
Martha Cooper gained world recognition in 1984 for her collaboration with fellow photographer Henry Chelfant,
on the classic graffiti art book “Subway Art”. The book would become one of the most referenced of its genre
worldwide and become a major influence to graffiti artist all over the globe, even to this day. The Montana
Cans ICONIC Series focuses on one of her better known images from the 80’s of two policeman standing in a
fully tagged New York subway car. The image has been turned into a triptych and split over three cans as a
homage to this amazing photographer and her on going contribution to our culture. Available as limited edition
set, color shade is Black BLK 9001 from the Montana BLACK range. The cans are equipped with the fat cap
silver / black. A special dedication to the iconic graffiti photographer Martha Cooper. MONTANA-CANS –
Highest quality made in Germany.
instagram.com/marthacoopergram

